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Train Pipe State Detection Device Design
Shutao Wei


of vehicles on brake operation during running.

Abstract—Train pipe perforation state plays a crucial role on
train safety. However, it is difficult to identify for complex
sceneries and safety requirement. For the special design
problem, in the paper, the reference parameter setting, the
error decision, software filtering and interference suppression
and other methods are all discussed to improve the
measurement accuracy.

N=f（Q, ΔP, K）

When the train is charging or reducing pressure to brake
during running, the work gas is to reach every vehicle
through the brake main pipe. If man-made or natural factors,
the train angular cock is turned off at the No. N locomotive
section, then the charging and exhaustion air of brake main
pipe Q will change accordingly which is related to the
charging and exhaustion pressure reduction amount Δ P
enforced by drivers and different locomotives and brake
devices, that is the instrument meter factor K in equation (1).
The total amount of gas in the system Q is related to not only
the pressure reduction amount Δ P, but also working
temperature T, air leak of brake pipe V, that is:

Index Terms—Perforation state, train pipe, reference
parameter, negligence error, software filtering.

I. INTRODUCTION
At present, air brake is used for train brake, and sometimes
negligence of workers, damage by misuse or non-human
factors could result in the abnormal close of angular plug
doors. Thereby it blocks the gas path, causes the brake system
failure which leads to the train traffic accident happens, and
brings the huge losses of lives and property. Especially since
the 1990s, to improve the work efficiency of train operations
and marshalling, the tail caboose has been removed, and the
problem deteriorates. In recent years, under the auspices of
the Ministry of Railways, a variety of anti-fold closing device
and testing equipment have been developed. Though they can
prevent knuckle cock abnormal close to some degree, from
the aspects of technology, economics and management, they
have their own limits and are hard to satisfy requirements,
rapid and accurate measurement. Train Pipe State Detection
device proposed in the paper can real-time detects the pipe
perforation state at each brake operation which helps drivers
to make the right judgment. Thus, it is very important for the
protection of railway transport traffic safety and avoiding
vicious accidents [1].
The measurement error problem in train pipe state
detection device is dealt with in the paper. Several related
factors about measurement device are analyzed, and the
optimized device design scheme and parameter setting to
improve the measurement accuracy are also discussed.
Moreover, the negligent error deletion, software filter and
system anti-disturbance and other design methods and
techniques are also discussed. The measures have been used
to the system design of detection device, and better results
have been obtained.
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As for the factors of the diameter, tubular and pipe
roughness and other factors of vehicle itself are also included
in the locomotive meter coefficient K. In fact, Q, ΔP and N
are non-linear relationship, however, under the same number
of section N, the relation between Q—ΔP and Q—N under
the same ΔP, are simulated by computer and experimented.
The first order linear fit can satisfy the requirement of
measure errors. The impact of working temperature can be
compensated by hardware circuits, and its effects are better;
however the impact of gas leak amount V has great
randomness.
It is difficult for the designer of train pipe state detection
device to deal with random gas leak amount V and automatic
air supplement operations, because when the train is with
more train cars, the difference between the charging air and
automatic air supplement of mitigation operation [2].
However, the maximum air leak has been set, since the air
leak and supplement are hard to deal with, and the detection
device utilizes the change amount of Q·P to measure when
mitigation or brake operations, the air leak and charging can
be amputated as relatively static parameters. Furthermore, the
charging and exhaustion mechanism for the pipe air on the
mitigation and brake operation are different respectively, so
the device sets two reference values EH and EZ, and its
amount of air leak and charging are both below these two
values which can prevent the air leak impact on measurement
to a maximum degree. If there are occasional false triggers,
due to the reference value, the program can filter out in a
timely manner.

II. IMPACT FACTORS AND REFERENCE PARAMETER SETTING
The design principle of train pipe state detection device is
based the function between air pressure, flow and the number
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III. NEGLIGENT ERROR DETERMINATION AND REMOVAL
Because of the on-site burst strong interference, there are
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inevitable air leak when the train runs with more cars and the
air surge impact of train pipe air flow under different road
conditions, and the mistaken triggers caused by a variety of
causes in the train running, the measure data list has
inevitable negligent errors. It is an error that is obviously in
consistent with the fact, is a serious distortion of the
measurement results, and is the main reason for the low
measurement accuracy of the detection equipment. Thus, it
must be removed [3].
The negligent determination criterion generally uses the
White rule with the measure numbers n→∞. It uses 3σas
decision method, and has been widely applied to many
computer processing software [4]. However, when n is a
limited value, it is obviously less reliable. If the t distribution
(student distribution) is adopted which is suitable for limited
measurement, then the decision acquisition related with t and
freedom degree n has also a lot of problem in use. If the
confidence probability is set to too small, the normal
measurement data may be as abnormal data and deleted;
otherwise, if it is too big, the abnormal data cannot be pick
out. In the actual measurement, the pressure value P of the
brake pipe is less affected by various factors, and the
measurement consistency of flow Q is worse, and is easily
affected by other factors. After careful analysis of the P and
Q measurement data, the following categories of data are
removed from the detection list [3].
1) The corresponding P and Q value when the pressure

of CPU running time is its fatal weakness. Whether or not the
software filtering is added into system is entirely dependent
on the frequency of signal change, A/D conversion rate and
reasonable selection of sample numbers and other factors.
For n numbers of data collection, there is negligent error
caused by system error, random error and burst interference
which all deviate data from the true value. At this time, the

y

n-m measure data arithmetic mean value
is as the true
value of measurement results excluding m error data.

y

y

The arithmetic mean value
of limited numbers of
measurement sequences replaces the true value y which
applies the arithmetic mean principle[5]. The value of N is
determined by system characteristics and complies with
Bessel root mean square error formula.
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The formula not only illustrates the error square sum ε
that the arithmetic mean value replaces the true value is the
smallest, and the more numbers of data collection, the smaller
the value of λis. But,  reduces according to the rate of

2

2) The corresponding Q when the pressure change
1

(3)

where, yi is the ith system parameter measurement value.

change amount p  1 pmin .

p 
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min and Q is greater than Q
amount
2
max.
3) The corresponding P and Q when the pressure change
rate P’< P’min.
4) The corresponding P and Q when the polarity
consistency of pressure change rate P’ is < 80%.
where, ΔPmin is the minimum pressure change of brake pipe
with the minimum effective operation, and Qmax is the
corresponding flow value in the maximum measurement
scope with effective operation.
The above judgment rules are located in different positions
of programs which can effectively remove the negligent error
interference, increase greatly the measurement data
reliability. The data dealt with by the above program can be
considered as consistent effective measuring data, and they
will be further processed by micro controller according to
some algorithm rules.

n  m  1 , so the reduced rate of λ is much slower than
n-m. After n-m.>10, the reduced effect is not obvious.
Moreover, when n is too large, the equal precision
measurement condition does not exist. Thus, n-m = 4~10 is
more suitable. In the paper, the proposed detection device
considers the value as 8 according to the measurement
accuracy requirement and speed and other factors. The
software filter method is very effective for enhancing the
measurement accuracy of device.

V. SYSTEM ANTI-INTERFERENCE
To improve the system anti-interference performance,
avoid strong external electromagnetic interference on the
weak signal, in the detection device the sensor and signal
conditioning board are placed on the same detection box, and
shorten their connection line as much as possible. The
detection box is directly connected in series in the train brake
pipe. The signal conditioning board sends the amplified
current signal. This current signal is not sensitive to the
change of the excitation voltage, long wire transmission error
will not be generated for voltage drop or induced noise which
enhances greatly its anti-interference ability. The 4-core
cable is used to connect the measuring box and host which
effectively prevents the space of electromagnetic waves from
the external input [6].
In the experiment, it is discovered that despite the use of
such strict preventive measures, the measurement

IV. SOFTWARE FILTERING
This kind of complex system having a variety of non-ideal
factors, the signal bond detected by device has great
randomness, and its characteristics can only be described by
statistics. The traditional filtering method is impossible to
separate unwanted signal from the measure data list.
Therefore, to obtain a higher credits useful data, the software
algorithm extracting real data is adopted. Furthermore,
because its strong self-adaptability, its effect is beyond the
reach of hardware filter circuit [5]. Of course, taking up a lot
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determined by on-site dynamic and static train load
experiments. Furthermore, the algorithmic average value of
n-m collections with removal of negligent errors is adapted to
as real measurement value to participate calculation. It can
provide the accurate position information about angular cock
abnormal shut or exceptional block. Moreover, the
corresponding position is represented by the number of
locomotive cars, the measurement errors ≤ ±3 sections which
satisfies the requirements of train actual operation. In recent
ten years, this detection device is tested by small-scale and
pilot experiments of train sector. After continuous
improvement, it has finally into the electrical equipment box
and plays its due role in the transport of railway safety.

In the experiment, it is discovered that despite the use of
such strict preventive measures, the measurement
performance in remote areas is still better than in big cities
and busy stations. This also shows that the electromagnetic
pollution in the locomotive is more serious, and the
electromagnetic shielding performance of instrument is not
perfect.
The most important and serious interference of the general
computer detection system is the power pollution. It is
estimated that more than 90% of computer failures is caused
by power supply noise [6]. Computer detection system
generally has a large load work equipment, so the power
supply pollution problem should be pay full attention. In the
design, the independent, distribution, dispersed and function
block supply principle is adopted. The analog and digital
module power and ground lines are not only strictly
separated, but also the display circuit and other large load
parts are supplied by independent power which reduces
external influences on micro processors as much as possible,
and improve the power supply reliability to some extent.
When train climbs with great load, the motorcycle meter
indicates some power currents may reach several hundred
amperes that are several times than in the straight road which
causes electric and magnetic changes, and then has impacts
on the detection devices' normal works. Thus, later, the
anti-surge technology has been used in the power supply
design which mitigates them.
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In the paper, the reference parameter setting, negligent
error, software filter and system anti-interference methods
are deal with which are intelligent design principle based on
micro control unit. MCU and high speed A/D are introduced
to provide better conditions for pipe state detection device
data collection and process which is a good solution to the
mitigation and braking process bidirectional accurate
detection, and decompression amount arbitrary during
operation.
The detection device based on the proposed principle has
been developed. The optimum scope of reference value is
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